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A handsome man working as a postman, Yeshwant, falls in love with a village beauty, Radha.. Nana Patekar, Madhoo, Atul Agnihotri. - 7:32.Getting in touch with the underlying mechanics of a film,
rather than just the surface, is what always makes a ride so much more enjoyable. That’s the message behind Ayer’s upcoming London Drugs Inc. (out July 26), a dark comedy with a surprisingly

insightful subtext that’s about more than just the gory action and horrific death scenes. Set in the not-so-distant future, the movie is about “family man” Aron Soloway (played by Peter Billingsley),
who buys a new fleshlight, the same fleshlight that his wife (Elena Anaya) has just purchased for herself. When he uses it for a little sexual play, the power and horror of the machine ultimately

corrupts his family, literally. With that in mind, I caught up with Ayer to talk about what’s at the heart of London Drugs Inc. and what this new film could mean for his career. Deadline: You have a
new movie out called London Drugs Inc. in theaters now that’s got a pulse – it’s about fleshlights and how they change the behaviors of people in a town. Ayer: I really wanted to explore the flip side

of that, which is the idea that we tend to project the worst parts of ourselves onto everyone we know, whether it’s our parents, our friends or our co-workers. We see them all in a different light,
whether they like it or not. Sometimes it’s because we’re trying to make a fantasy out of something, just like we have a conversation with someone else. But as we let our fantasies get out of hand,
the truth gets mixed up with our projection and we start to believe that our worst, most disgusting behavior is the true identity of someone else. I think that’s something that happens over and over
again. But with this movie, I wanted to find a way to explore that dynamic on a more personal level – not in how it impacts a person, but how it can impact your family. When you see someone else

use a fleshlight, it’s not necessarily the worst thing you can imagine happening. And in a
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